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Abstract: The purpose of the current study was to determine construction regulations along subway
alignment.The study aims to expand the underground tunnelling technique, comparison of different
tunnel excavation techniques, tunnelling machines. The aim of this study was to evaluate and validate
construction hazards and mitigation measures, shafts sinking, tunnel, excavated material determination.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in subway construction. The paper opted for an
exploratory study using different method for metro tunnel construction regulation. In this paper we
argue about tunnel and station compatibility, TBM drive before station construction, TBM drive after
station construction, construction cost and duration comparison for different tunnel construction
techniques, segment plant design, segment structural design, dump site ,safety factors, affecting the
segment plant design are some approach to achieve construction regulations along subway alignment.
One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that this paper is so useful for
tunnel designer and also the paper provides tunnelling methods, ground and underground conditions,
methods of support and stabilizations, tunnelling machine, advantages and disadvantages of methods
and materials are discussed. The current investigation was limited by empirical method for
construction tunnel alinments. Because of the chosen research approach, the research results may lack
generalisability. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to update the proposed propositions further. The
implications of the anticipated ground conditions on machine and ground support selection as well as
the field observation of the actual conditions will be discussed in this paper. Designing tunnels and
subway stations are usually based on underground investigations. More broadly, the paper includes
implications for the development of tunnels and underground designing also designers need to
determine standards and coeds. This study is a precise and concise construction regulation along metro
alignment. The present study confirms previous findings and contributes additional evidence that
suggests that there are many studies conducted using laboratory and field test results for tunnel
structures. This paper fulfils an identified need to study construction regulations along metro alignment
can be enabled.
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Complicating design and construction matters further, the project is routed through the heart of a major
metropolitan area and has tunneled under freeways and high-rise buildings, beneath busy city streets and
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through oil fields and contaminated groundwater. Complicating design and construction matters further, the
majority of the tunnel alignment is routed through densely populated and developed areas of downtown Los
Angeles, Hollywood and the San Fernando Valley (Anthony et al, 1999). Large scale and intensive metro
construction through dense urban area increases sharply the impaction on risk control and environment
protection (Shao et al, 2008). Cities and transit agencies that undertake specific studies of the relative
advantages and disadvantages of underground transit alignments, especially those including long-term
cost/benefit information are encouraged to publish their analyses and findings for the benefit of other decision
makers around the world (ITA, 2004). Our results indicate that investing in light rail is associated with a 9-
year cumulative public health cost savings of $12.6 million (Stokes et al, 2008). Transport projects bear
multiple impacts and are designed not only to address the principal issue of demand in transportation but also
provide significant socio-economic benefits (Polydoropoulou et al, 2009). The proliferation of urban rail transit
public–private partnerships (PPPs) in Latin America and Southeast Asia is a recent phenomenon (Phang, 2007).
Innovative solutions to natural and man-made problems have included unique tunnel support designs to
accommodate or mitigate risks associated with earthquakes, chemical and compaction grouting to enhance
ground performance and reduce surface settlements during tunneling, containment, treatment and disposal of
contaminated groundwater, sophisticated gas monitoring equipment for tunneling in gassy ground, and use of
magnetometers to detect abandoned oil well casings in front of advancing tunneling machines.

With regard to the metro longitudinal profile which is determined at the end of planning phase, the route
as compared with the (ground) street level is located in one of the three following positions:
� On the same level (ground level)
� Above the ground surface (in elevation)
� Under ground level (tunnel)

1-Route on the Same Level (Ground Level):
Constructional operations for track-laying and power supply for the metro passing through the route are

consisted of appropriate infrastructure and superstructure operations. So, minimum civil works for route
preparation will be required.

Route above the Ground Surface Level (In Elevation):
With track is located in elevation according to the route profile, a bridge for passing train is foreseen. The

location of bridge’s piles should be determined based on geometrical restrictions on the ground surface and
structure design and analysis.

Route below the Ground Surface Level (Tunnel):
With metro line is located below the ground surface level according to the route profile, tunnel excavation

is necessary. The following factors affect the selection of tunnel construction method:
� Local traffic conditions 
� Buildings in the region
� Hydrological conditions relevant to the underground water level
� Geotechnical conditions in the region
� Neighboring lands’ use

Based upon the above mentioned controlling parameters, there are various methods for construction of
underground metro lines which is discussed in this section. Schematic of different metro lines is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Tunnel construction by using open cut technique is shown in table 1.

Table 1: Tunnel construction by using open cut technique
Tunnel invert level Shallow- less than 10 m and Semi-deep, 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Light
Buildings around the tunnel No one or in far with no importance
Underground water level Below the tunnel invert
Soil layers type Suitable based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Negligible
Passenger access Unimportant

Soil Removal:
Soil removal is carried out with sufficient angle down to under tunnel level.
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Summary of Construction Phases:
� Soil removal down to given level
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls concreting 
� Roof slab installation in the form of flat or precast slab
� Roof isolation 
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile by using open cut technique and advantages and disadvantages of tunnel construction
by using open cut technique is shown in Fig. 2 and table 2 respectively.

Fig. 1: Schematic of different metro lines

Fig. 2: Typical tunnel profile by using open cut technique

Typical tunnel profile constructed by using trench technique and tunnel construction through soil removal
with vertical walls and light supporting elements are shown in Fig. 3 and table 3 respectively.

Table 2: Tunnel construction by using open cut technique
Advantages Disadvantages
Low construction cost Traffic stoppage during construction period
High construction rate Frequent encounter with urban facilities
Ease of tunnel construction Potential of instability and collapse of pit walls
Desirable tunnel construction High volume of embankment which may be 

problematic for dumping and transferring in
urban limit
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Table 3: Tunnel construction through soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements
Tunnel invert level Shallow- less than 10 m and Semi-deep- 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Significant. One traffic line in each side is necessary
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level Below the tunnel invert
Soil layers type Suitable based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Fig. 3: Typical tunnel profile constructed by using trench technique

Soil Removal:
Soil removal leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, thrust beams and light breasting plates may be

used.

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Soil removal under thrust beams protection down to tunnel invert level followed by light supporting plates

in walls
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls concreting 
� Installation of roof precast segments or flat roof slab
� Roof isolation 
� Removing the thrust beams
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile constructed through soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements
and tunnel constructed through soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements are shown in Fig.
4 and table 4.

Table 4: Tunnel constructed through soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements
Advantages Disadvantages
Low construction cost Restricting traffic condition during construction period
High construction rate Encounter with urban facilities
Ease of tunnel construction
Desirable tunnel construction Local instability potential at the interval of each two thrust beams

Soil Removal:
Soil removal leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, thrust beams and light breasting plates may be

used.

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Soil removal under thrust beams protection down to tunnel invert level followed by light supporting plates

in walls
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
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� Floor and walls concreting 
� Installation of roof precast slab or in situ curved slab 
� Removing the thrust beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Roof isolation 
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements and
tunnel construction via soil removal Technique with vertical walls and reinforced guards are shown in Fig. 5
and table 5 respectively.

Fig. 4: Typical tunnel profile constructed through soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements

Fig. 5: Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and light supporting elements

Table 5: Tunnel construction via soil removal technique with vertical walls and reinforced guards
Tunnel invert level Shallow- less than 10 m and Semi-deep- 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Heavy, so that traffic extends to pit wall
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level Below the tunnel invert
Soil layers type Suitable based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Soil Removal:
Soil removal leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, steel or concrete piles, reinforced guards and

thrust beams may be used.
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Summary of Construction Phases:
� Shaft sinking with appropriate intervals on both soil removal areas down to the tunnel invert level
� Placing vertical steel profiles inside the shafts or in-situ or precast concrete pile 
� Gradual soil removal and placing the reinforced guards at the interval of steel profiles or concrete piles

in order to support the trench wall
� Gradual installation of supporting thrust beams proportional to soli removal operations
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls concreting 
� Installation of roof precast slab or flat in situ slab
� Removing the thrust beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Roof isolation 
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards and tunnel
construction via soil removal technique with vertical walls and reinforced guards are shown in Fig. 6 and table
6 respectively.

Fig. 6: Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and r reinforced guards

Table 6: Tunnel construction via soil removal technique with vertical walls and reinforced guards
Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Increase of construction cost with regard to guards remaining in soil
Ease of tunnel construction Guards encountering with urban facilities causes the construction problems
Desirable tunnel construction Restricting traffic condition during construction period

Soil Removal:
Soil removal under temporary roof leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, steel or concrete piles,

reinforced guards and thrust beams may be used. 

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Shaft sinking with appropriate intervals on both soil removal areas down to the tunnel invert level
� Placing vertical steel profiles inside the shafts or in-situ or precast concrete pile 
� Temporary roof execution by use of thrust beams and longitudinal profiles for traffic purposes
� Gradual soil removal and placing the reinforced guards at the interval of steel profiles or concrete piles

in order to support the pit wall
� Gradual installation of supporting thrust beams proportional to soli removal operations
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls concreting 
� Installation of roof precast slab or curved in situ slab
� Removing the thrust beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Roof isolation 
� Gradual removal of temporary roof
� Roof covering for traffic purposes
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Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards under the
temporary roof and tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards under the
temporary roof are shown in Fig 7 and table 7 respectively. Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical
walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level is shown in table 8.

Fig. 7: Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards under the
temporary roof

Table 7: Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards under the temporary roof
Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Increase of construction cost with regard to use of temporary platform
Ease of tunnel construction Guards encountering with urban facilities causes construction problems
Desirable tunnel construction
Minimum traffic disturbance

Table 8: Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level
Tunnel invert level Semi-deep, 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Significant. One traffic line in each side is necessary
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level A maximum of 2 m above the tunnel invert
Soil layers type Based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Soil Removal:
Soil removal leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, steel or concrete piles, reinforced guards and

thrust beams may be used.

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Lowering the underground water level (water level should be a maximum of 2 m above the tunnel invert)
� Shaft sinking with appropriate intervals on both soil removal areas down to the tunnel invert level
� Placing vertical steel profiles inside the shafts or in-situ or precast concrete pile 
� Gradual soil removal and placing the reinforced guards at the interval of steel profiles or concrete piles

in order to support the trench wall
� Gradual installation of supporting thrust beams proportional to soli removal operations
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls isolation 
� Floor and walls concreting 
� Installation of roof precast slab or curved in situ slab
� Removing the supporting steel beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Roof isolation
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� Gradual removal of temporary roof
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground
water Level is shown in table 9. Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and
reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level and tunnel construction via soil removal with
vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water Level by drainage shafts are shown
in Fig. 8 and table 10 respectively.

Table 9: Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level
Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Increase of construction cost with regard to the guards remaining in soil
Ease of tunnel construction Guards encountering with urban facilities causes construction problems
Desirable tunnel construction Restricting traffic condition during construction period
Possibility of construction in areas with high water level Soil settlement potential as a result of lowering water level

Fig. 8: Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by
lowering the underground water level

Table 10: Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level by
drainage shafts
Tunnel invert level Semi-deep, 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Significant. One traffic line in each side is necessary
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level High. Construction without drainage shafts is not possible
Soil layers type Based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Soil Removal:
Soil removal leaves vertical walls. To support the walls, steel or concrete piles, reinforced guards and

thrust beams may be used. 

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Lowering the underground water level by using drainage shafts surrounding the tunnel walls
� Shaft sinking with appropriate intervals on both soil removal areas down to the tunnel invert level
� Placing vertical steel profiles inside the shafts or in-situ or precast concrete pile 
� Gradual soil removal and placing the reinforced guards at the interval of steel profiles or concrete piles

in order to support the trench wall
� Gradual installation of supporting thrust beams proportional to soli removal operations
� Ground leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor and walls isolation 
� Floor and walls concreting 
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� installation of roof precast slab or curved in situ slab
� Removing the thrust beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Roof isolation 
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering
the underground water level by drainage shafts and tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and
reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level by drainage shafts is shown in Fig. 9 and table
11respectively. Tunnel construction under in-situ concrete wall protection and tunnel construction under in-situ
concrete wall protection are shown in table 12 and table 13respectively.

Fig. 9: Typical tunnel profile constructed via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by
lowering the underground water level by drainage shafts

Table 11: Tunnel construction via soil removal with vertical walls and reinforced guards by lowering the underground water level by
drainage shafts

Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Increase of construction cost with regard to the guards remaining in soil
Ease of tunnel construction Guards encountering with urban facilities causes construction problems
Desirable tunnel construction Restricting traffic condition during construction period
Possibility of construction in areas with high water level Soil settlement potential as a result of lowering water level

Table 12: Tunnel construction under In-Situ concrete wall protection
Tunnel invert level Shallow- less than 10 m
Traffic in tunnel Significant. One traffic line in each side is necessary
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level High. It is not possible to lower the water level
Soil layers type Proportional to underground water based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Soil Removal:
Here, in-situ concrete walls are constructed at first. Then, soil is removed. 

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Construction of short guide walls
� Forming deep grooves on both tunnel sides in order to forming main walls and injecting bentonite in the

grooves if necessary
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� Erecting bar grid of concrete in the grooves
� Concreting, construction of concrete walls in conjunction with roof special brackets
� Soil removal at the interval of concreted walls and installation of thrust beams
� Floor leveling and lean concrete execution
� Floor concreting
� Roof concreting 
� Smoothing the concrete walls
� Isolation of roof slab
� Roof embankment and cutting upper concrete wall
� Removing guide walls
� Regulating of the traffic 

Typical tunnel profile constructed under in-situ concrete wall protection and tunnel construction under
shield protection and temporary roof are shown in Fig. 10 and table 14respectively.

Table 13: Tunnel construction under In-Situ concrete wall protection
Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Operation will be disturbed when encountering with urban facilities
Relative high construction rate restricting traffic condition during construction period
Possibility of construction in areas with high water level Walls construction quality, joint between floor - roof and walls does not

provide the desirable condition
Difficulty in bracket installation

Fig. 10: Typical tunnel profile constructed under In-Situ concrete wall protection

Table 14: Tunnel construction under shield protection and temporary roof
Tunnel invert level Semi- deep, 10 to 20 m
Traffic in tunnel Very heavy, so that traffic flows throughout the road and tunnel
Buildings around the tunnel Should be considered regarding to construction method
Underground water level High. It is not possible to lower the water level
Soil layers type Proportional to underground water based on the annex figure
Neighboring lands’ use Useful because of existing buildings
Passenger access Access to neighboring buildings should be maintained.

Soil Removal:
In this case, firstly sheet driving is done in tunnel walls, and then soil is removed. 

Summary of Construction Phases:
� Sheet driving in soil: using thin plates only, or stronger elements for raising stiffness of sheet driving

system 
� Temporary roof construction for traffic purposes by using thrust beams or longitudinal profiles
� Gradual soil removal under temporary roof and placing thrust beams proportional to soil removal

operations
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� Floor leveling and lean concrete execution
� Walls and floor concreting
� Installation of roof precast segments or curved in situ slab
� Removing the thrust beams proportional to roof installation operations.
� Isolation of roof 
� Gradual removal of temporary roof
� Roof covering for traffic purposes

Typical tunnel profile constructed under sheet driving protection and temporary roof and tunnel
construction under shield protection and temporary roof are shown in Fig. 11 and table 15respectively.

Fig. 11: Typical tunnel profile constructed under sheet driving protection and temporary roof

Table 15: Tunnel construction under shield protection and temporary roof 
Advantages Disadvantages
Possibility of construction in unstable and loose soils Increase of construction costs with regard to using temporary

roof and shield driving
Ease of tunnel construction Driven shield encountering with urban facilities causes

construction problems
Desirable tunnel construction
Minimum disturbance in traffic Sheet driving in urban areas causes troublesome noises

Underground Tunneling Technique:
With the sections along the route where tunnel construction on the ground surface is not possible,

underground technique will be used for tunnel excavation. Underground methods can be categorized into two
groups, mechanized and non-mechanized ones. Drilling and blasting technique is used for hard rock excavation
and outside the urban limits. Semi-mechanical methods apply excavation tools such as backhoe, hydraulic
hammer and roadheader for excavation. Figure 12 shows sequential tunnel construction method.

4-1-Tunnel Construction by Using NATM Technique:
The NATM is based on gradual tunnel excavation in which soil mass reach relative equilibrium after some

deformation and loading. Then, strong and load carrier shell is formed in upper tunnel section and the void
between strong shell and soil mass is filled completely. So, the exposed soil mass in conjunction with
temporary supporting shell will provide a strong and load carrier structure which its upper part (i.e. soil mass)
forms the compression zone and its lower part forms the tension zone of the structure. The construction
technique in this case is function of soil condition. Depend upon soil type, tunnel may be excavated full face
or partially, but construction phases generally depend on geological conditions, ground water, overburden and
construction technique. Although special machines are used, this method is not mechanical. Figure 13 and 14
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shows an excavated tunnel by using NATM technique. Figure 15 illustrates general stages of tunnel
construction by underground technique. 

Fig. 12: Sequential tunnel construction method

Fig. 13: Typical section of a tunnel excavated by NATM technique

The most important advantages and disadvantages regarding to the NATM technique are:

Advantages:
� No need for any special excavation machine
� Possibility of optimized tunnel excavation in non circular shape (horse shoe, elliptical, ...)
� Possibility of dividing tunnel construction operations in order to increase the tunnel excavation rate
� Decrease of supporting system with regard to ground loading 

Disadvantages:
� Low advance rate
� Possibility of tunnel excavation in limited lengths
� Difficulty in collapse control in tunnel face 
� Difficulty in water leakage control

4-2-Tunneling by Using Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM):
Human increasing demand for raw material, underground infrastructures in big cities and establishment

of rapid transportation systems necessitate more and more underground excavations. In accordance with a given
estimation, the average quantity of underground excavation in the world during 1980-1990 was 1.62×109 m3
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per year. Hence and in particular after 1950, the classical methods were replaced by modern techniques in
which tunneling machines are used. Full face tunneling machines (TBMs) excavate whole circular tunnel face.

Fig. 14: Typical section of a tunnel excavated by NATM technique

Fig. 15: General stages of tunnel excavation by using NATM technique

The first TBM was used in 1880 with the diameter of 2.13 and advance rate of 5 m/day. The same type
TBM was used for construction of a section of experimental tunnel near the main tunnel project under Manche
Sea. This 1600 m long immersed tunnel was constructed with the advance rate of 15 m/day in gypsum
formations. The TBM drive was consisted of compressed air turbine which rotates the cutter head. In fact, the
first really tunneling machine of this type was used during 1950s by James Robbins in United State. The
machine was capable of passing through different rock formations and geological conditions. In 1945, a new
type of TBM manufactured by Robbins Company with the diameter of 7.85 m was used for tunnels in US
Dakutta state. The advance rate of the machine reached 43 m/day in shale rock. During the same decade, one
type of this machine was used for excavation of a sewer tunnel in Toronto with the diameter of 3.27 which
had an advance rate of 3 m/hr in sedimentary formation. The successful application of this machine has caused
increasing demand for TBM application. As time passed, this machine was equipped by modern mechanisms
such as slurry, EPB, single and double shields in order to pass through any soil and ground conditions. 

TBM is composed of main body and back-up system. Main body includes cutter head, torque providing
motor and special cylinders (grippers, thrust cylinders…), belt conveyor, control panel and segment erector and
other installations required for excavation. Cutter head is manufactured in different types and shapes based on
ground conditions. With TBM driven in loose soil, main body will be equipped by a steel shield, but in rock
formations the TBM will be unshielded. TBM back-up system includes belt conveyor, generators, ventilation
system and other required equipments.

In fact, a TBM is a complete collection of excavation, temporary and permanent support installation and
mucking. Various types of TBM will be used based on ground condition. Different types of TBM are:
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� Open beam machine (Hard Rock Machine)
� Shield Machine
� Double Shield Machine 
� Slurry Machine
� EPB Machine
� Multi-head TBM

Today, numerous manufacturers exist all around the world which designs an appropriate machine in
accordance with given information such as tunnel geometrical characteristics, geological and geotechnical
conditions and ground water along the tunnel alignment. Figure 16 illustrates a schematic TBM. 

Fig. 16: Main parts of excavation machine

Advantages and disadvantages of TBM tunneling particularly shielded system and Earth Pressure Balance
one can be as follows:

Advantages:
� High advance rates (about 300 to 600 m/month)
� Clean and high quality of tunnel construction
� Continuity of the operations i.e. excavation, loading and lining
� Low demand for labor force 
� Decrease in hazards and unpleasant accidents resulted from tunnel collapse during construction
� Low construction costs

Disadvantages:
� High capital costs
� Tunnel excavation only in circular sections
� Limitation in minimum curve radius of 250 to 300 m for TBM driven line 
� Time consuming period for machine order, manufacture, transportation, assembly, commissioning (it will

be reduced by using suitable timing management in project)
� Problematic tunnel route branching (in the case, the structure should be lined by in-situ concrete and TBM

pass the zone as soon as possible)
� Need for removing the TBM when excavation finished.

4-3-Comparison of Different Tunnel Excavation Techniques:
There exist generally three drills & blast, semi-mechanized and mechanized tunnel excavation systems.

Since the drill and blast technique used for strong rocks and is not applied for urban tunnels, two mechanized
and semi-mechanized tunneling techniques are compared in this section presented in table 16.

Tunneling Machines:
Tunnel is excavated by two semi-mechanized and mechanized methods. Roadheader is used for tunnel

excavation in semi-mechanized method. In mechanized tunneling, TBM usually with rail transport system is
used.
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Table 16: Comparison of mechanized and semi-mechanized tunneling techniques
Mechanized Tech. Semi-Mechanized Tech.

Air blast and sever noises No No
Average advance rate (daily- medium size tunnel) 30 m 3 m
Clayey fine material effect From the viewpoint of transportation Difficult

is difficult
Tolerance during construction Satisfactory Occasionally problematic
Curve limitation Mustn’t be less than 200 m No limit (curve radius of mucking systems

is the governing factor)
Different ground conditions Generally problematic. But special Compatibility is not difficult

design will help
Probe-drilling Absolutely necessary Sufficient job is required
Flexibility Low High
Fragmentation It will be controlled by cutters, thrust, It will be controlled by bit type,

cutters distance and array their distance
Dip Suitable for horizontal route. Not Possible for different dips (maximum of 30°)

suitable fordip more than 6° (special
machines designed for working
within dip more than 20°)

Capital costs Very much Medium
Time consuming for commissioning 14 months One month
Tunnel length Economical for tunnel lengths 1000 For short lengths

timesmore than tunnel diameter
Mechanized Tech. Semi-Mechanized Tech.

Air blast and sever noises No No
Average advance rate (daily- medium size tunnel) 30 m 3 m
Clayey fine material effect From the viewpoint of

transportation is difficult Difficult
Tolerance during construction Satisfactory Occasionally problematic
Curve limitation Mustn’t be less than 200 m No limit (curve radius of mucking

systems is the governing factor)
Different ground conditions Generally problematic. But Compatibility is not difficult

special design will help
Probe-drilling Absolutely necessary Sufficient job is required
Flexibility Low High
Fragmentation It will be controlled by cutters, It will be controlled by bit type, their

thrust, cutters distance and array distance
Dip Suitable for horizontal route. Possible for different dips (maximum of 30°)

Not suitable for dip more than 6°
(special machines designed for
working within dip more than 20°)

Capital costs Very much Medium
Time consuming for commissioning 14 months One month
Tunnel length Economical for tunnel lengths For short lengths

1000 times more than tunnel diameter
Mixed face excavation Very problematic Seldom problematic
Muck handling By belt conveyor or pipe to the Firstly by gathering arms and belt

machine rear then by train or truck conveyor, then by train or truck
Face partial excavation Impossible Possible
Stand up time In case of low stand up time, Depends on ground conditions

slurry shield or EPB will be used
Cross section Circular only (except special Circular, horse shoe and other shape

machine like continuous miner)
Steering difficulties Depend on ground conditions. No problem if appropriate design

Direction and dip should and construction method used
be critically controlled

Surveying difficulties Negligible To some extent
Tunnel size uniformity Important Less important
Labor force Very expert and experienced Expert

Boom-Type Tunneling Machines (Roadheaders):
Boom-type tunneling machines were invented in 1940s in Europe and up to 50s decade various types used

in tunneling projects. Their increasing technological progress in 1950s in former Soviets led to introduction
of roadheader model Pk3 in England in 1961. 
Figure 17 shows a roadheader dimension and mobility diagram.

Roadheader is mainly composed of an excavating ram which is mounted on a tugger frame. Muck handling
is carried out by gathering arms and chain conveyor. The muck is hauled against the tunnel advance direction
and is continuously transferred to the main haulage system by chain conveyor. 
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Fig. 17: Dimension and mobility diagram of a Roadheader

Loading Systems:
Loading systems is divided into four different types including star shape, disc-spiral, crabby arms, chain

sprocket are presented in Fig. 18. Roadheaders work by using two main mechanisms including:
� Axial excavation method
� Transverse excavation method 

In axial excavation, cutting head turns around the central axis, but in transverse method, the cutting head
turns around an axis perpendicular to the central axis is presented in Fig. 19.

Fig. 18: Different loading systems in Roadheaders

Fig. 19: Different Roadheader types regarding their excavation system

5-2 Tunnel Boring Machine Specification:
TBM is used in mechanized tunneling. Main TBM parts are:

� Cutter head for excavating the tunnel face
� Drive unit for providing cutter head revolution
� Thrust jacks 
� Shield which is divided to three front, intermediate and rear shields and protects working space and

machine main elements
� Articulation joint and jacks for curved routes
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� Screw conveyor for muck transportation and regulation of excavation chamber pressure is presented in Fig.
20.

� Belt conveyor for mucking
� Erector for segment installation

Fig. 20: Schematic of screw conveyor and drive unit

5-3 Rail Transportation System:
Rail system is used for muck haulage in tunnel. A train is composed of locomotive, muck car, equipment,

segment and mortar carrying cars.
Figure 21 shows different parts of rail mucking system.
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Fig. 21: Schematic of different rail mucking system

General Phases of Tunnel Construction by TBM:
Apart from the selected TBM type, general phases of tunnel construction include:

� Trench or shaft excavation for construction of required facilities at site
� Transportation of machine parts to the site and machine assembly
� Construction of start chamber for machine commissioning
� Soil excavation in front of assembled cutter head 
� Laying the track behind the machine
� Muck handling by belt conveyor to the mucking cars
� Carrying the segments by means of car to the TBM 
� Segment installation 
� Jointing the segments by special bolts or other mechanisms
� Grout injection behind the lining formed by segments and repeating the operations

Tunneling Machines in Soft Ground:
Shield tunneling machines can be classified base on different criteria such as excavation technique, tunnel

face support, mucking type, support system. Advantages of shield tunneling in comparison with partial face
tunneling machines are their applicability in soft, raveling and collapsing ground. So, tunnel face and walls
support is more significant than the other tunneling aspects and makes the basis of shield classification. Figure
22 shows the different shield tunneling machines and their classification. 

7-1 Shield Classification:
7-1-1 Open Faced Shield:

Due to relatively stable ground in these shields, the tunnel face is open or mechanically supported. These
shields are best suited for stable and dry soil. These shields are classified into two following groups:
� Hand shield
� Semi-mechanized shield
� Mechanized shield
� Semi-open shield
� Blind shield
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Fig. 22: Classification of Tunnel Boring Machines (TBM)

A. Hand Shields:
Tunnel face is excavated by hand methods. This method is only used for short tunnel lengths because of

low advance rates and high labour costs. Figure 23 shows the hand shield method. Muck handling is dry and
carried out using belt conveyor in this method.

Fig. 23: Hand Shield

B. Semi-Mechanized Shields:
Due to low advance rates in hand shields; they are usually equipped by excavators for mechanically

ground excavation. These shields’ applicability is limited to small diameter tunnels. Figure 24 and 25 show
two types of these shields. Muck haulage is dry and carried out using belt conveyor in this method.

C. Mechanized Shields:
To excavate though stable ground and to increase advance rate in loose grounds these shields are used.

Their technology is more complicated than hand and semi-mechanized shields. Cutting tools can be a rotary
cutting edge or cutter head in conjunction with pick or cutter disc. Muck haulage in these shields like two
other shields is dry and carried out using belt conveyor. Mechanized shield was shown in figure 26. 

D. Blind Shield:
Low construction costs by using this machine make its application feasible for short length and also for

use in grounds with plastic behavior. Blind shield was shown in figure 27. 

Closed Shields:
These shields equipped by excavation chamber behind the cutter head to cope with water and ground

pressure in tunnel face. Hence, their field of application includes instable condition such as running and water
bearing ground. Capital costs related to these machines are higher than open shields. Special shields are:
� Slurry shields
� Earth pressure balance shields
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� Combined shields

Fig. 24: Semi-Mechanized shield with Backhoe

Fig. 25: Semi-Mechanized shield with Roadheader

Fig. 26: Mechanized shield

Fig. 27: Blind shield

A. Slurry Shield:
Tunneling by using slurry shields is safe and reliable to minimize the ground subsidence. Application of

this machine is possible in water bearing soft grounds. Figure 28 shows this machine.

B. EPB Shield:
This machine which has been widely used during recent years is combination of blind and slurry shield.

Its development is based on blind shield. This machine is suitable for perfectly plastic ground is presented in
Fig. 29.
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Fig. 28: Slurry shield

Fig. 29: EPB shield

C. Combined Shields:
Shield machines have limitations from geological and economical points of view which make their

application impossible in some cases. Development of combined shields as a solution therefore, has been taken
into consideration of by tunneling project owners. Different possible types of combined shields were shown
in figure 30. 

Fig. 30: Possible combinations of shields

Pre-Requirements for TBM Application: 
Use of TBM for construction of tunnels involves a number of requirements. Some of these requirements

are given below.

Purchase, Order, Manufacture, Transportation, Assembly and Commissioning:
One of the most important activities in TBM tunneling is its commissioning and phases before

commissioning. Each TBM should be manufactured with regard to geotechnical conditions, groundwater, in-situ
stress, dimensions and customer related details, meanwhile this process is significant from cost and scheduling
points of view. The machine is manufactured and then transported after purchase order. The machine assembly
and site preparation begin when the TBM arrived in the site. The approximate required space for TBM
assembly and commissioning and workshops equals to 5000 m2 which includes excavated muck pile, segment
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stockpile and probably bentonite treatment pool (in the case of slurry shield) and other parts. The required
period for accomplishing this process from purchase to commissioning is about 9 to 12 months. 

Precast Segment Plant:
Regarding to the fact that in loose and soft ground, it must be prevented from the collapse of tunnel wall

after excavation, soft ground TBMs install precast segments after each stroke, subsequently complete tunnel
section. The segments are made in precast segment plant. Segments are divided into different types based on
tunnel diameter, structural loads and route profile which a special mould is made for each one. After mould
and concreting, concrete preservation is performed mainly by steam method.

Tunnel Isolation:
Since the diameter of excavated tunnel is more than the lined tunnel, the left annular space is filled by

isolation material or grout. Isolation material and grout are injected through holes left when segments are made. 

Ventilation during TBM Tunneling:
To provide and supply fresh air to the tunnel face, the fallowing operations may be applied:

� Providing fresh air through fans at the portal or tunnel alignment
� Providing and transferring air through fans at the portal or ventilation shafts along the tunnel alignment

In Tehran metro project Line number7 with regard to thin overburden and shaft construction possibility,
the latter one is proposed, because the ventilation distance will be short in the case of shaft construction. With
reaching the shaft, the ventilation system is transferred to the ventilation shaft and air supply will be performed
through this point. 

Ventilation in mechanized tunnel is carried out simultaneously by using both exhausting and forcing
systems. Forcing system includes one fan and ventilation ducts which are mounted on TBM. Forcing ventilation
system includes jet fan and ventilation bag which are mounted at the shaft collar or tunnel portal.

Tunnel Illumination System:
Regarding to tunnel excavation by TBM and the fact that all activities such as excavated material

discharge, segments transportation and installation, transportation of grout material and grouting operation,
dewatering, water supply, piping, ventilation ducts, power cables, etc are performed inside the machine and
back-up system, provision of illumination systems are necessary to prevent potential accidents and perfect
operation execution. 

In excavated section which was lined by segments and grouting, the minimum illumination is required.
Illumination design in these sections follows vertical galleries illumination. 

TBM Power Supply:
Another necessary requirement for TBM tunneling is energy supply which is provided through electrical

energy. TBM power is generally supplied by diesel-generator. As given in TBM specification table (diameter
of 9.15 m), the required TBM power is about 3 MW. 

Tunnel Water Supply and Dewatering: 
The required water is supplied through shaft construction in the site. This water is transferred through

pumping and 6 inch pipe lines from the reservoir to the tunnel. 
TBM discharge water is also transferred to the outside through pumps and 4 inch pipe lines.
Tunnel discharged water is firstly transferred to the settlement pool at the tunnel portal and then will be

returned to the tunnel for reuse after treating the chemical pollution resulted from oil and water mixture. 
Among all water discharge methods one can refer to absorption shafts, mobile tanks in the site and

transferring to the natural surrounding waterways. The ground permeability and existing underground water
level should be taken into consideration of when using absorption shafts. 

TBM Life Time:
TBM is composed of different parts which are different in their depreciation. Some of TBM elements such

as picks and cutter discs mounted on cutter head are prone to gradual erosion and should be replaced (cutters
is changed inside the shield). 

A TBM approximate life time without main parts replacement is 30 km excavation after which the TBM
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will be possibly reused or sold if its main parts are replaced. In short length tunnels, the TBM is prepared for
reuse after repairs and restoration. 

Access to the Construction Site:
Access to the construction site depends on different factors such as land ownership, tunnel depth,

construction technique, etc. Access for site mobilization may be done through one of the following methods.

A. Access through Open Space: 
In this method tunnel portal is located at the mountain slope, so the required space is provided by

mountain cutting. So, there is no need for shaft construction or ramp to transport the materials. In urban
tunnels with regard to tunnel excavation in depth, access is not as easy as this is shown in Fig. 31. 

B. Access through Trench Excavation:
This is best suited for shallow tunnels (depth less than 30 m). With land ownership along the tunnel

alignment, trench is excavated for access to the tunnel. In the case of tunnel for urban traffic, it is better trench
position corresponding with station position. If land ownership along the tunnel alignment is not possible,
material transportation can be performed through land ownership close to the station and excavation of access
gallery or ramp for material transportation are presented in Fig. 32. 

Fig. 31: Access though opens space

Fig 32: Access through trench excavation

C. Access Though Shaft:
With tunnel in depth, trench excavation for site mobilization is not possible. So, shaft construction with

the diameter of about 3 times the TBM diameter and a crane on the surface provide the access to the tunnel
is presented in Fig. 33. 

Assessment and Comparison of Single and Twin Tunnel:
One of the most important decisions regarding to tunneling projects is the selection between single tunnel

or twin one, because this decision affects the station design in addition to changes in route network structure.
These two alternatives are compared based on different aspects. Comparison of these two alternatives regarding
to different aspects are given in this section.

Single and Twin Tunnel Comparison from the General Aspects:
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From the general point of view, the results of technical comparison between the single tunnel (with the
approximate diameter of 8 m) and twin tunnel (two tunnels with the approximate diameter of 6 m) are as
follows:

Fig. 33: Access through shaft

Advantages of Twin Tunnel in Comparison with Single Tunnel:
Saving in tunnel depth, because of small diameter of twin tunnel, low soil overburden is needed for soil

stability.
Due to saving in tunnel depth, stations will be located near the ground surface. So, their construction costs

reduce.
Reduction in overall station width. Since stations have peninsula like design and access structure to

platform located on peninsula platform, station width decreases. This therefore, decreases station construction
costs.

More suitable ventilation and safety (see 9-4)
From the viewpoint of safety, the second tunnel can be used for first aid purposes in construction duration.

Disadvantages of Twin Tunnel in Comparison with Single Tunnel:
Increase of construction costs (see 9-2)
Use of twin tunnel imposes special structures to the system. Like connection tunnels for train, air supply

tunnels and interline galleries need special structures for switching two lines to one line.

Single and Twin Tunnel Comparison from the Viewpoint of Construction Costs: 
Table 17 was given for comparison of two alternatives from the viewpoint of tunnel construction costs.

This estimation is only related to tunnel structural elements. As shown, twin tunnel construction costs is 20-
40% more than single tunnel.

Table 17: Single and twin tunnel comparison from the construction costs aspects
Ratio of Twin Tunnel to Single One Costs Construction cost (Million Tommans per Kilometer) Various Structural Systems in Train Route

------------------------------------------------------------------
Twin Tunnel Single Tunnel

1.28 2500+2500 3900 Elevated route
1.42 3200+3200 4500 Cut & Cover method Rail depth=8 m
1.36 3400+3400 5000 Cut & Cover method Rail depth=10 m
1.31 6500+6500 10000 Cut & Cover method Rail depth=15 m
1.19 4700+4700 7900 Semi-mechanized tunneling
1.29 4200+4200 6500 TBM tunneling

Single and Twin Tunnel Comparison from the Viewpoint of Non-Special Electrical Installation:
Non-special electrical installation in both single and twin tunnels must include illumination, plug box, fire

detectors and relevant circuits.
Moreover, it is necessary to set a water and sewer sump (for seepage and fire extinguish resulted water).

In this case, wiring from the two sides is required. Hence, non-special electrical installations are similar in both
alternatives. Construction costs of non-special electrical installations in single tunnel are about 49% construction
costs related to the same installations in twin tunnels in the same route (illumination installation 45%, other
installation 55%). Estimation of construction costs of above mentioned installation is given in table 18.
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Table 18: Single and twin tunnel comparison from the viewpoint of Non-Special electrical installation (One kilometer of tunnel length,
million Rials)

Type of Installation Single Tunnel Twin Tunnel
Illumination 91 200
Plug box 13 26
Fire detector and alarm 115 230
Power supply to the tunnel intermediate sewer pumps 310 310
Total costs 529 1076
Total Costs of First Three Rows 219 456

Single and Twin Tunnel Comparison from the Viewpoint of Non-Special Safety and Mechanical Installation:
This section deals with technical and economical comparison between single and twin tunnels from the

viewpoint of required mechanical installation in tunnel. These installations are mainly consisted of tunnel
ventilation equipment and fire extinguishing (fire extinguishing system are the same in both alternatives, but
costs resulted from double route must be considered). When inspection of tunnel ventilation, the following
items must be taken into account:
� Ventilation in normal, obstruction condition (train breakdown or tunnel repairs) in order to keeping suitable

ecological condition inside the tunnel
� Ventilation in emergency conditions (fire accident in train or tunnel) to provide suitable safety and

discharge the smog
� Ventilation equipment (fan, duct, fire detector and control system, power supply)
� Other related equipment (cabinet, doors, fans, signaling, air conditioning in technical rooms etc.)

In normal condition, piston effect of train travel itself provides required ventilation in tunnels. Although
this effect, can not eliminate the effect of mechanical equipment for tunnel ventilation, but it will be considered
when calculating the required air volume and the consumption power of the equipment. The piston effect of
train travel is strongly proportional to tunnel cross section, with increase in single tunnel cross section in
comparison with twin tunnel this effect decrease. 

Two opposed train travels simultaneously in a single tunnel will neutralize the piston effect to some extent.
So, air temperature inside the tunnel will exceed the acceptable limit and equipment performance is required. 

General comparison between single and twin tunnels deals with main differences regarding to aerodynamic
conditions (pressure fluctuations, air velocity etc.) and ecological conditions (temperature, humidity etc.) which
is given in table 19.

As shown in the Table, safety is the most important advantage for twin tunnel selection. Relative
improvement in tunnel ecological condition is also the result of this selection in design. Prediction of twin
tunnel in comparison with single tunnel is more suitable from the viewpoint of safety, because it decreases
accident hazard and consequences resulted from train deviation. Moreover, due to provision of a safety zone
in adjacent tunnel, this alternative will operate better in emergency conditions. Although there is wider space
for rescue operations in single tunnel, but there is more space for fire and smog expansion. More suitable
safety during repairs is another advantage of this option, because one of the tunnels can be entirely closed
during repairs. 

Apart from costs and problems resulted from tunnel construction, negative effects of this choice include
design in tunnel aerodynamic condition and need for higher technical characteristics for equipment purchase
which can be controlled through accurate design, suitable lining selection, and special predictions in passages
between tunnels. These passages which are constructed at the intervals less than 250 m affect air flow
improvement. 

Generally, based on tunnel ventilation specification and parameters, the alternatives have listed below
according to their priority:
� Twin tunnel
� Single tunnel with safety wall between two lanes
� Single tunnel
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Table 19: Single and twin Tunnels from the viewpoint of Non-Special safety and mechanical installation
No. Tunnel Ventilation Parameters Negative or Positive Effect Effects of Design Shift from Single Tunnel to Twin One
1 Loads imposed on tunnel walls - Pressure deviation as compared with normal condition

and equipment Pressure difference resulted from existing passage between tunnels
Necessity of higher mechanical resistance for equipments

2 Pressure desirability +/- More pressure fluctuation due to cross section reduction
More convenience feeling due to interference of waves of trains 
which travel in opposite directions

3 Wind pressure - Stronger wind in tunnel and need for higher mechanical
resistance for equipments

4 Microwaves - Increase of microwaves creation probability with tunnel cross 
section decrease

5 Traction power consumption - Consumption of more traction force due to friction increase in 
smaller cross section

6 Ecological conditions +/- Increased times of air replacement due to longitudinal ventilation 
resulted from unidirectional route
A little increase of traction consumption and resulted temperature loss

No. Tunnel Ventilation Parameters Negative or Positive Effect Effects of Design Shift from Single Tunnel to Twin One
1 Loads imposed on tunnel - Pressure deviation as compared with normal condition

walls and equipment - Pressure difference resulted from existing passage between tunnels
Necessity of higher mechanical resistance for equipments

2 Pressure desirability +/- More pressure fluctuation due to cross section reduction
More convenience feeling due to interference of waves of trains which 
travel in opposite directions

3 Wind pressure - Stronger wind in tunnel and need for higher mechanical resistance 
for equipments

4 Microwaves - Increase of microwaves creation probability with tunnel
cross section decrease

5 Traction power consumption - Consumption of more traction force due to friction increase
in smaller cross section

6 Ecological conditions +/- Increased times of air replacement due to longitudinal ventilation 
resulted from unidirectional route
A little increase of traction consumption and resulted temperature loss

7 Safety in normal conditions 0 Decrease of trains accident probability and damages resulted from 
train leaving the track

8 Safety during repairs 0 More suitable operational conditions and more safety due to 
unidirectional traffic potential and obstructing the route under repairs

9 Safe tunnel ventilation 0 Increase of longitudinal ventilation effect in early seconds of firing 
in tunnel due to unidirectional route
Predetermined and reliable conditions regarding to air volume and 
flow direction in emergency condition

10 Safety in emergency condition +/- Considerable decrease of distance to safe point for escape
(to adjacent tunnel)
Decrease of required time for emptying the tunnel from passengers 
due to decreased cross section

11 Ventilation during construction 0 Decrease of equipment number and consumption required for 
ventilation especially in long tunnels
Creation of a circle through two adjacent tunnels for air
supply and discharge

12 Investing costs - Increase of costs mainly due to geological factors

One point deserves mention is that for financial comparison between the two alternatives with regard to
different choices for twin tunnel ventilation system design and possible use of passages between tunnels for
air supply and discharge and also possible use of jet fan for longitudinal ventilation, relative estimation of
ventilation and fire fighting installations costs are given in table 20 supposing an optimum design for each
alternative. Twin tunnel was considered as base design (i.e. 100% cost)

Table 20: Relative estimation of tunnel ventilation and fire fighting installations cost
No. Alternative Tunnel Ventilation Installation Fire Fighting System

--------------------------------------------
Exchange Rial Rial

1 Twin Tunnel 100 100 100
2 Single Tunnel with Safety Wall between two Lanes 112 100 100
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3 Single Tunnel 227 80 50

Tunnel and Station Compatibility:
In previous section that the single and twin tunnel were described, their effects of station design

especially in platform type (beside or peninsula one) and platform width were discussed. Other main tunnel
effect on station is route profile. In other words, tunnel depth has essential effect on station design form (one
or two storey) and also station construction method (construction is accomplished by open or closed trench
method and or underground construction).

Tables in next pages specify the station construction method for both single and twin tunnels, in
different tunnel depths (Fig. 34, 35). In this table, the minimum tunnel depth (for soil stability above tunnel)
for tunnel with diameter of 8 and 6 m were assumed 18 and 14 m, respectively. Also, the height of one storey
station considering roof and floor slabs’ thickness is 10 m and the height of two storey station is 16 m as well
as center to center distance of two tunnels in twin tunnels considering 6 m wide peninsula-type platform is
12 m. So, overall width of station in single and twin tunnels are 16 and 19 m, respectively.

The noticeable point in tunnel and station compatibility is how the TBM pass through station.
Generally, two scenarios exist for TBM passing through station which is detailed as follows:

TBM Drive before Station Construction:
With this method, TBM passes through station without considering any particular measures and install

tunnel segments. The advantages of this method is that the tunnel advances along the route independent of
station construction (without starting the station construction), but also the disadvantages of method are
subsequent problems during station construction which led to tunnel wall destruction, local instability of soil
and tunnel wall as well as additional costs spending in this case which considerable cost and time consuming
will take place.
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Fig. 34: Single tunnel and station compatibility

Fig. 35: Twin tunnel and station compatibility

TBM Drive after Station Construction:
In this method, the station will be constructed earlier than TBM reaching its position. With TBM

reaches the station, excavation operation is stopped and TBM advances on precast concrete cradle by one or
two segments which are installed in the tunnel invert. Consequently, before TBM cutter head reaches the
excavation start point, to provide the possibility of complete ring installation and also a support against TBM
thrust force a steel push frame as a support structure before TBM tail shield is installed.

Construction Cost and Duration Comparison for Different Tunnel Construction Techniques: 
In previous sections of this report, different construction techniques were compared from the technical

point of view. One of the most important affecting indexes in selection of construction technique is
construction cost and duration factor. This section deals with these indexes comparison. The approximate results
of construction cost and duration related to different construction techniques were given in table 21. The values
presented in this table include only structural elements. So estimation of other elements (such as route, roadway
and railway subgrade and pavement, electrical and mechanical equipment and installations) should be added. 

11-1 Considerations for Calculation of Cost Price for Tunneling Techniques:
� Railway was assumed as single tunnel
� Floor construction cost (concreting on invert slab to track), was not included in structure costs

calculation, and accordingly is included in subgrade costs (roadway and railway)
� Since TBM tunneling cost include two parts namely capital and operational cost, estimated values in
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the table were based on 10 km excavation length. The total costs per kilometer for longer route is less
and for route less than 10 km is more.

Table 21: Construction cost and duration comparison for different tunnel construction techniques
Average Advance Rate (Meter Per Month) Route Construction Cost Construction of Railway

(Million Tomans Per Kilometer)
60 3900 Elevated
100 4500 Box (cut & cover) rail depth= 8m
90 5000 Box (cut & cover) rail depth= 10m
80 10000 Box (cut & cover) rail depth= 15m
30 7900 Tunneling by Iranian-Austrian method (NATM)
300 6500 Tunneling by TBM

Segment Plant Design:
Two production lines are usually used in segment plant design; stationary and moveable formwork. In

fixed production line, segment mould is fixed, but bars, concrete and other elements are transferred to the
formwork point and after placing in mould; concrete vibration and surface smoothing are carried out. Then,
the mould is covered in order to the injected steam can cure the concrete. So, the concrete reaches the required
strength for being removed from the mould.

In movable production line, the mould is traveled along the line in such a way that bars and relevant
elements and concrete placed in the mould. After vibration and surface smoothing, the segment is transferred
to the steam room and after definite period is directly transferred to dump site.

In Iran, the stationary production line is selected. This is due to less unit capital costs per segment and
less investment for plant design. On the contrary, movable production line has more efficiency and its
production cost per segment is less and transportation of the prepared segment is easier. 

Segment dumping and loading into transportation vehicle are the same in both methods and carried out
by gantry crane.

12-1Segment Fabrication: 
12-1-1Segment Structural Design:

Since consumed concrete in these projects is high strength class concretes, thus aggregate strength and
sand content and grain size distribution are very important. Achieving high strength involve low water to
cement ratio and high cement content. Besides, increase of cement causes problems for these concrete types
which have been discussed in creditable papers and standards. 

Precast segment production is based on many experiences which have been obtained from several projects
in Iran. In the case of mechanized production line of factory, the operator error is reduced and appropriate
quality of produced segments is guaranteed. Otherwise, production cost and duration will increase for
production of high quality and uniformity segments. 

Concrete curing is one of the most important stages in segment production which is performed under steam
cover and takes 4 to 6 hours. After this stage, the concrete mould is opened and segment is pulled out very
carefully and systematically. Water flushing is continuously performed to maintenance the concrete and reaches
the required strength of the concrete.

Segments are firstly kept for 48 hours inside the plant under sufficient control and then are transferred to
the open space by wagon, subsequently are dumped by gantry crane in such a way that the segments not be
damaged according to specific stockpile design. The purpose of specific stockpile design is that the segments
of each concrete ring which are fabricated simultaneously have the same date and number and are laid on each
other to be transferred together when consuming. The segments are stockpiled in such a way that each ring
occupies the least stockpile area and their piling does not cause segment damage. Also, each ring position
should be remarked so, consumption order is proportionate to production date order. Beside this curing method
warm water pool may be used in which each segment is submerged after removing from the mould and finally
is brought out after 7 days. Accordingly, more formworks and pools are required in this curing procedure
which involves more capital costs and extends essentially the plant area. However, this segment curing
procedure is not recommended. 

Since the segments which are to form a concrete ring have the main role in tunnel stability and durability,
engineering calculation is carried out with sufficient reliability and a relative heavy bar grid should be carefully
provided, although the mechanical characteristics of the bar is important and their quality and dimension must
be controlled in the workshop. 
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Dump Site:
The small size of dump site is one of main obstacles in enough production of segment which also causes

some constrains for tunnel construction. The effect of segment stockpile dimension in excavation progress can
be described in such a way that due to tunnel excavation is independent of segment production, their continuity
and independency should be always considered. In the case of TBM stoppage in anyway, segment consumption
is stopped and plant space is entirely occupied. The plant therefore, is inevitably closed. The segment plant
closure besides imposing considerable direct and indirect costs, may cause the risk that due to cement and bar
periodic crisis or contractor financial problems for material supply, the plant is stopped while the tunnel is in
its normal progress. Accordingly, the TBM should be stopped or slowed down, because the segment supply
is not enough. Figures 36 to 39 show some views of segment plant, temporary stockpile and segment
formwork.

Fig. 36: Segment transportation

Fig. 37: Concreting and gasket installation

Fig. 38: View of temporary segment stockpile

12-1-3 Safety:
The safety of segment plant is provided when the three following points are considered in addition to

considering the safety regulation:
1. Horizontal and vertical transportation: to do this, each transportation vehicle should be equipped by alerting

system such as blinker and electronic lens, especially transportation wagons must be equipped by sufficient
break to be stopped quickly in emergency condition.

2. Compressed air system: since the compressed air used in the plant has high pressure, so it is a potential
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hazard for personnel health. Hence, enough training should be given and continuous care should be taken.
3. Steam system: since the pressure and temperature of the steam inside the plant steam system is much high,

continuous care and attention is therefore, necessary.

Fig. 39: Segment mould

Factors Affecting the Segment Plant Design:
Segment plant should have enough space for reinforcement mesh, moulds, temporary stockpile and

permanent dump, etc. to prevent any disturbance in segment fabrication operation. The permanent dump site
should be so large that in the case of TBM stoppage, segment production due to small size of dump site does
not be stopped. The items which should be considered during segment plant design are given below:
1. The required area for production site including plant required material place, segments stockpile, access

and service road, workshop and repair shop.
2. For plant design one of the two following production alternatives should be selected with regard to

existing conditions:
2-1- Production line based on moveable formwork
2-2- Production line based on stationary formwork
3. After selecting one of the above mentioned alternatives, segment curing procedure should be determined.

Steam curing is usually used. 
3-1- Steam curing needs the following elements:
3-1-1- Steam production and distribution system and movable system for movable formwork
3-1-2- Moulds covers and steam pipes for each stationary formwork
3-2- Curing with submerging warm water if necessary with regard to ecological conditions.
3-3- In special cases, other curing methods such as mould heating by means of electric current, hot oil, infrared
radiation can also be used.
4. Determination of the required plant area and ancillary installations.

The required plant area is determined regarding to daily production rate and type, segments’ stay in the
plant, production and pile space for bar grids, transferring path for water, power, steam and sewage, enough
space and safe access for working around the equipments and moulds, maintenance in plant, steam and
compressed air supply power house, laboratory and office.

5. Production line
The production line includes the following parts:
5-1 Concrete production center
5-2- Bar grids production
5-3- Moulds
5-4- Concrete and grids transferring to the moulds
5-5- Removal of segments from the moulds
5-6- Primary stockpile of segments
5-7- Gasket installation
5-8- Transferring the segments to the open space stockpile
5-9- Loading and transferring to installation point
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The production line can be designed longitudinally or transversally-longitudinally.

TBM Back Up:
Function of TBM back up is protection and securing of the excavation equipment and tools. Correct design

of back up causes a suitable effect on machine utilization coefficient and if this is not considered, unacceptable
delays will occurred in tunnel advance. In back-up system the most important activities are:
� Transportation of excavated muck from tunnel face to outside 
� Installation of support system
� Contact grouting 

13-1 Transportation of Excavated Muck from Tunnel Face to Outside:
Based on the shield type, contents of excavated muck are different. So, different techniques are necessary

for material transportation. 
� Dry mucking of dry material (open and compressed air shields)
� Slurry transportation of material which are mixed with supporting suspension (slurry shields)
� Paste-type transportation of material (EPB shields)

Determination of a specific material transportation system is not possible for each shield. In open or
compressed air shields, after adding water or additive material, material can be transported in the form of slurry
(based on existing condition).

Selection of Material transportation methods is dependent to properties of excavated material and type of
used supporting method. Four main material transportation methods are: belt conveyor, chain conveyor, screw
conveyor, slurry transportation.

Installation of Supporting System:
Usually in shielded TBM, precast concrete segments are use for permanent tunnel supporting. Schematic

of installed precast concrete segments in tunnel is illustrated in Figure 40.

Fig. 40: Schematic of installed precast concrete segments

Segments are carried into tunnel by means of cars and guided towards erector through crane and segment
feeder (Fig. 41) then segment is installed in its particular position and jointed to each other by means of bolt.

Contact Grouting:
During machine advance, annular space between excavated ground and outer curve of segments is filled

by pressured grouting. Following purposes are followed in this activity:
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� Correct placement of segments and avoidance of tensile stress and over loading
� Keeping the ground stress in natural state and controlling the surface subsidence 
� Avoidance from direct contact of supporting rings and ground 
� Sealing tunnel supporting 

Grouting equipment on back-up system was shown in figure 42.

Fig. 41: Schematic of segment installation equipment

Fig. 42: Grouting equipment

Grouting operation is performing through holes on segment or shield tail-skin.

Construction Hazards and Mitigation Measures: 
One of the most important geological hazards during tunnel excavation are squeezing phenomena, collapse

potential in loose and crushed zones as well as possibility of slurry inrush into tunnel which are discussed in
the following section. 

Squeezing Potential:
In tunnel construction, squeezing is a complex phenomenon that occasionally occurred during excavation

in deep tunnels. Ignoring this phenomenon and application of no any appropriate measures, it is very
hazardous. Generally in this condition, machine thrust and excavation duration increase. Maintenance time
should be reduced and TBM advance should be as rapid as possible while ground improvement operation is
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performed through advance grouting before tunnel face excavation.

Collapse Potential in Loosing Zones:
One of the problems in many tunneling project is collapse potential. In these conditions the following

items should be considered. 
Tunnel should be excavated continuously and slowly. In other words, cutter head revolution and cylinder

pressures are reduced but excavation operation should be executed continuously and maintenance time is
decreased.

Probe drilling in order to identifying the crushed zones then cement grouting if required.
In semi mechanized tunneling, the excavation should be performing partially and temporary support must

be installed immediately.

Slurry Inrush Potential into Tunnel:
With tunnel passing through faulted crushed zones and below the under groundwater level, the inrush of

slurry into tunnel is expected. When uses of EPB machine, the problems are much less, but if the machine
has no face supporting system, mitigation measures for coping with water inflow into tunnel should be
considered. If water inflow into machine is observed, withdrawal of belt conveyor is necessary and hydraulic
opening must be closed, so tunnel is protected from slurry inrush. Also, the pumps with appropriate power
must be in mounted on machine to pump the water to machine rear.

Shafts Sinking:
The main parameters in selection of shaft sinking methods are involved: type and ground strength, shaft

diameter and depth, capital cost, available time and shaft application. Based on sinking method, these methods
include: sinking by means of pick, drilling and blasting (conventional method) and mechanical and also based
on advance direction, these methods classified to up reaming and down reaming methods. 

Conventional Sinking:
A. Down Reaming Method in Vertical Shaft Sinking:

In this method, sinking begins from ground surface or a story situated in underground and advance
direction is downward. During sinking, the down reaming method is divided into full face, top heading and
benching and spiral. 

B. Up Reaming Method in Vertical Shaft Sinking:
Generally, this method is used for small diameter shaft when the start and end points of shaft are

accessible. In this method sinking started from down to up and is divided based on type of platform hoisting
system, material discharge, boreholes length and arrangement. 

Mechanical Sinking Method:
In this method rock mass crushing and advancing in shaft are performed by means of cutter head which

equipped with disc cutters. Cutter head is rotated through drive motors (drive motors may be located inside
the shaft and on cutter head back as well as outside the shaft. Power supply is carried out through drill pipes)
and also by sufficient thrust applying on the cutter head required force is provided on each disc for rock mass
crushing.

Mechanical sinking methods based upon advance direction are divided into up reaming and down reaming
methods. In down reaming method, the advance direction is from top of the shaft (sinking starting level) to
down and in up reaming method, shaft advancing from down to upper level. In both of them, sinking is
performed by means or without the pilot borehole.

Shaft Supporting System:
The supporting system is named according to time and location of support installation which include the

series, parallel and simultaneous systems.

A. Series System:
In this technique, firstly the advancing is performing about 30 to 50 m. after operation stoppage, final

lining (from top of shaft to down or reversely) is performed through suspended platform in shaft. In this
method the advance rate is low and depreciation is high. This method is used for small diameter shafts and
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medium and short depth. 

B. Parallel System:
In parallel system, shaft sinking and final lining of shaft wall are carried out simultaneously at two

adjacent levels (without advance stoppage). This method is used for deep and large diameter shafts.

C. Simultaneous System:
In this system, the support installation is performed in series and parallel form. In simultaneously-series

system, final lining is installed after each advance cycle. The support installation is performed from down to
up (for example brick support and …) or reversely (timber support or precast segments).

In simultaneous-parallel system, with shaft advance the walls lining is carried out simultaneously. In this
system the precast segments are used as a final lining which has a 4 to 8 m length (without use of primary
support or use of primary support in loosing rock mass condition). 

Tunnel Sealing:
In previous stations related section, the different types of sealing was discussed. In this part, the sealing

method in mechanized tunneling is presented. For tunnel sealing, the grouting and sealing strip (gasket) are
used. Therefore, the segments are transferred to gasket installation point, which the segments are protected from
damage and destruction. After inspection and control as well as required repairing on each precast concrete
segment, the gasket is installed according to below. 

Firstly, before gasket installation on the surface, the surfaces should be dry and without any pollution.
Then special gum of gasket is rubbed on concrete segment surface and finally the gaskets are placed in gum
rubbed area. Schematic of placing gasket into groove was shown in figure 43. 

It is mentionable that after gum rubbing of concrete, in one minute time the gasket must be installed and
forced on it to fix it in its place (based on climate type, time is different).

Fig. 43: Schematic of placed gasket into segment groove

Excavated Material Determination: 
According to 9.15 m excavation diameter and 350 m per month advance rate for a TBM and 1.3 swelling

factor, the material is produced about 2000 m/day. For total 28.2 km long tunnel and 29 stations with average
excavation dimension of 25*160*20, the quantity of excavated material reaches about 4.5 million m3.
According to different geotechnical condition in tunnel rout, the excavated material has various properties. The
approximately volume of excavated material for various types of soil in various limits of metro line number
7 has been estimated. It is specified that, GW and GC soil for embankment, SW for shotcrete are appropriate,
which totally formed about 808000 m3 of excavated materials represented in table 22.

Table 22: Approximately volume of excavated material for various type of soil
Station range Soil Type Soil Volume (m3)
Station Limit of V7 to Z7 GW-GP, 40% 280,072

SM, 20% 140,036
GC, 20% 140,036
GM, 20% 140,036

Station Limit of V7 to S7 GP-GC, 50% 350,090
GW-GM, 12.5% 87,523
SC, 12.55 87,523
CH or CL, 25% 175,045
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Station Limit of R7 to N7 SP-SC, 40% 284,690
ML, 30% 213,517
CL, #0% 213,517

Station Limit of N7 to A7 SP-SC, 24% 551,816
ML, 38% 873,708
CL, 38% 873,708

Total 4,411,317
Dump Site:

Based on investigation, the several places were identified near workshop N7 which due to high volume
of excavated material, various dumping sites are required. Also if the soil is compact, high volume of material
will be dumped in site and produced lands will be used for various purposes. In order to assign more land
areas, inquiry of municipality for material dumping in appropriated sites is required. In Dolatkhah lands, the
brickyard existence caused several pits which are appropriate for excavated material dumping. Kahrizak lands,
east north of Tehran among them Abali- Jajroud lands and other lands in which the excavated material of other
metro line were dumped, are suitable for material dumping.

Conclusion and Discuss:
Today, because of considerable development in mechanized excavation equipments, their application range

is extended and due to their technical consideration of, there exist less limitations of equipment application.
So, the employing mechanical excavation equipments are increasing in tunneling project. Hence, in different
countries various types of Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) have been used for subsurface metro route
construction. Also, in Shiraz, Isfahan and Tabriz cities of Iran, this machine is used. Based on this report, in
TBM tunneling project the capital costs are higher than the conventional methods which include: machine
purchasing, power supply and segments plant construction. Since the initial investment is independent from
tunnel length, use of TBM is feasible in long tunnels.

In Tehran metro line 7 alignment, due to homogeneity of soil properties in east-west section and minor
difference of this parameter along the route, and also the existence of more than 10 km of total length with
the depth more than 15 m (based on design profile), TBM application is feasible. Based on this, planning and
scheduling program of tunnels construction must be regulated continuously. 

TBM passing through station area may be carried out before or after station section excavation whereas
if station area is excavated before TBM arriving, TBM advancing through station confine is higher and precast
segments are not required. But if station area is unexcavated, TBM will passed through station section and high
volume of station ground soil is discharged into tunnel, but during completing the station excavation, removing
of precast segments are necessary. According to this issue, completing of tunnel construction is independent
of preference station with regard to considerate length.

If in shallow tunnel design and station precast concrete segments are used, segments construction unit that
construct segments in TBM tunneling also provide other required segments. Therefore a part of initial
investment is consumed in this condition.

According to above mentioned and given advantages in this report such as high advance rate of TBM and
more appropriate machine price, section of alignment that designed subsurface form, employment of this system
in order to route construct is recommended from the technical and financial points of view. Also, due to
fallowing items, use of one twin tunnel instead of two single tunnels is recommended:
� Possible simultaneous travel of two trucks during stations construction 
� Ease of track installation
� Possibility of better access to train in the case of accident occurrence
� Possibility of period inspections
� Low Construction costs 

Regarding stations construction regulation, appropriate construction technique is selected based on depth
of tunnel alignment design profile, possibility of traffic obstruction and diversion as well as station architecture
design.
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